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City of Barrow
Alaska Association on Developmental Disabilities
AARP
Alaska Brain Injury Network
AGENET – Alaska Geriatric Exchange Network
Alaska Mental Health Board – Advisory Board on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Alaska Native Brotherhood and Alaska Native Sisterhood Camp 70
Anchorage Coalition to End Homelessness
Alaska Native Health Board
Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium
Bering Straits Native Corporation
Governor’s Council on Disabilities and Special Education
Mat-Su Health Foundation [Fact Sheet]
NAMI – National Alliance on Mental Illness
Bartlett Regional Hospital
Anchorage Human and Social Services Executive Directors
Tanana Chiefs Conference
Representative Paul Seaton  
State Capitol  
Juneau, AK 99801-001  
Via FAX 907-448-4472

SUBJECT: City of Barrow Resolution in Support of Medicaid Expansion

Good afternoon, Representative Seaton

Attached is a copy of City of Barrow Resolution 15-2015, “A Resolution of the Barrow City Council Encouraging and Supporting the State Legislature to Expand Medicaid Coverage to Improve the Health of Alaskans and to Improve the Alaskan Economy”. The resolution was thoroughly discussed and vetted with community members prior to its adoption. All were completely in support of the resolution with not one dissenting voice being heard.

It was unanimously adopted by the City Council this past Thursday evening. I apologize for sending this to you just prior to the House Health and Social Services Committee hearing on HB 148 this afternoon. Even though the resolution was passed this past Thursday evening, I was unable to have the resolution formally attested to and stamped until about ten minutes ago. I have been unexpectedly and ridiculously short staffed for the past few weeks for a variety of reason.

I hope that it arrives in sufficient time for your staff to distribute it prior to the meeting of the House Health and Social Services Committee. I may and may not be able to personally call in for the meeting depending on the resolution of some tenuous issues.

Sincerely,

Bob Harcharck
Mayor

Cc: Barrow City Council
A RESOLUTION OF THE BARROW CITY COUNCIL ENCOURAGING AND SUPPORTING THE ALASKA LEGISLATURE TO EXPAND MEDICAID COVERAGE TO IMPROVE THE HEALTH OF ALASKANS AND TO IMPROVE THE ALASKAN ECONOMY

WHEREAS, nearly forty one thousand Alaskans - our family members, friends and neighbors currently without health insurance have the opportunity to obtain health care coverage through the expansion of Medicaid; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will improve the overall health of the residents of our State by reducing the number of uninsured Alaskans by half, improving preventive and primary care access, providing substance abuse treatment, mental health counseling, and reducing the mortality rate; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will bring more than One Billion Dollars in new federal revenue into Alaska over the first five years of its implementation; and

WHEREAS, economic analyses suggest that expansion will yield approximately 4,000 new jobs in Alaska, an increase of more than One Million Dollars in wages and salaries paid to Alaskans, and Two and One-Half Billion Dollars in increased economic activity throughout the State; and

WHEREAS, in this period of reduced and declining oil generated revenues, expansion of Medicaid would save the State approximately Six Million Dollars in FY2016 by using federal funds to pay for health services currently being paid with state general funds; and

WHEREAS, federal funds will pay for 100% of the services provided in the expansion of Medicaid through 2016 and will transition to 90% in 2020 and beyond; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will significantly reduce the burden to the State of paying for the uncompensated care rendered at non-native Alaska hospitals, which in 2013 exceeded $90 million; and

WHEREAS, implementing Medicaid expansion throughout Alaska in the next fiscal year will serve as a catalyst for meaningful Medicaid reform; and

WHEREAS, leveraging the federal resources that come with expansion is one of the State's greatest opportunity to facilitate its finance reformation efforts; and
WHEREAS, the State has the option of implementing segments of numerous Medicaid expansion demonstration projects it may also consider as part of reform; and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Barrow City Council endorses Medicaid expansion, recognizing that we all have a vested interest in ensuring that Alaskans are as healthy and as productive as possible so they can all contribute to our communities and to the economy of the State of Alaska; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Barrow City Council, through a unanimous vote, hereby formally requests the Alaska State Legislature to expand Medicaid for the benefit of Alaskans and the Alaska economy to take effect in July 2015 and, though reform efforts should be of utmost importance, this work should not delay health care coverage for those Alaskans who would be eligible for Medicaid under expansion.

PASSED AND APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY BY THE BARROW CITY COUNCIL THIS 26th DAY OF MARCH 2015.

Attest:

Bob Harcharek, Mayor

Aolele Poe, City Clerk
A RESOLUTION URGING THE ALASKA LEGISLATURE TO EXPAND MEDICAID COVERAGE TO IMPROVE THE HEALTH OF ALASKANS AND TO IMPROVE THE ALASKAN ECONOMY.

WHEREAS, nearly 42,000 of our family members, friends and neighbors have the opportunity to gain health care coverage under expansion; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will improve health outcomes by reducing the number of uninsured Alaskans by half, improving preventive and primary care access, providing substance abuse treatment and mental health counseling, and reducing the mortality rate; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion brings over $1 billion in new federal revenue into Alaska over the first five years; and

WHEREAS, studies project expansion will likely yield 4,000 new jobs, $1.2 billion more in wages and salaries paid to Alaskans, and $2.49 billion in increased economic activity throughout the state; and

WHEREAS, with expansion the State would save $6.1 million in FY2016 by using federal funds to pay for health services currently paid for with state general funds; and,

WHEREAS, federal funds will pay for 100% of services provided to the expansion population through 2016 and will transition to 90% in 2020 and beyond; and

WHEREAS, the State’s continued participation is contingent upon maintaining the 90% match; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will significantly reduce the burden of uncompensated care, which was over $90 million at non-tribal Alaska hospitals in 2013; and

WHEREAS, leveraging the federal resources that come with expansion is the State’s biggest opportunity to finance reform efforts; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will serve as a catalyst for meaningful Medicaid reform; and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, AADD (Alaska Association on Developmental Disabilities) endorses Medicaid expansion, recognizing we all have an interest in ensuring that Alaskans are as productive as possible so they can contribute to our communities and economy; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that AADD (Alaska Association on Developmental Disabilities) strongly urges the Alaska Legislature to expand Medicaid for the benefit of Alaskans and the Alaska economy to take effect in July 2015 and, though reform efforts should be of utmost importance, this work should not delay health care coverage for those Alaskans who would be eligible for Medicaid under expansion.
A RESOLUTION URGING THE ALASKA LEGISLATURE TO EXPAND MEDICAID COVERAGE TO IMPROVE THE HEALTH OF ALASKANS AND TO IMPROVE THE ALASKAN ECONOMY.

WHEREAS, nearly 42,000 of our family members, friends and neighbors have the opportunity to gain health care coverage under expansion; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will improve health outcomes by reducing the number of uninsured Alaskans by half, improving preventive and primary care access, providing substance abuse treatment and mental health counseling, and reducing the mortality rate; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion brings over $1 billion in new federal revenue into Alaska over the first five years; and

WHEREAS, studies project expansion will likely yield 4,000 new jobs, $1.2 billion more in wages and salaries paid to Alaskans, and $2.49 billion in increased economic activity throughout the state; and

WHEREAS, with expansion the State would save $6.1 million in FY2016 by using federal funds to pay for health services currently paid for with state general funds; and,

WHEREAS, federal funds will pay for 100% of services provided to the expansion population through 2016 and will transition to 90% in 2020 and beyond; and

WHEREAS, the State’s continued participation is contingent upon maintaining the 90% match; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will significantly reduce the burden of uncompensated care, which was over $90 million at non-tribal Alaska hospitals in 2013; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will serve as a catalyst for meaningful Medicaid reform; and

WHEREAS, leveraging the federal resources that come with expansion is the State’s biggest opportunity to finance reform efforts; and

WHEREAS, the State has the option of various Medicaid expansion demonstration projects it may also consider as part of reform; and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, AARP ALASKA endorses Medicaid expansion, recognizing we all have an interest in ensuring that Alaskans are as productive as possible so they can contribute to our communities and economy; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that AARP ALASKA strongly urges the Alaska Legislature to expand Medicaid for the benefit of Alaskans and the Alaska economy to take effect in July 2015 and, though reform efforts should be of utmost importance, this work should not delay health care coverage for those Alaskans who would be eligible for Medicaid under expansion.
March 25, 2015

Office of the Governor
Alaska State Legislature
State Capitol Building
Juneau, AK 99811-0001

Dear Governor Walker and the Alaska State Legislature,

The Alaska Brain Injury Network supports Medicaid expansion and reform. These efforts will allow more low-income Alaskans, seniors, and people with disabilities to receive basic health insurance, while improving the efficiency and effectiveness of Alaska’s Medicaid health care service system.

The State of Alaska will benefit from Medicaid expansion and reform in many ways. $1.1 billion in federal dollars will become available to support expansion; 4,000 new jobs are predicted; $1.2 billion more in wages and salaries to Alaskans; 40,000 uninsured Alaskans will be eligible for basic health care coverage.

Medicaid expansion is the catalyst for Medicaid reform. Both efforts will improve the efficiency and effectiveness of Alaska’s current Medicaid health care service system and make it sustainable. Innovative models of care and other reforms can create efficiencies that can save money, reduce fraud and waste, remove ineffective services, and reduce unnecessary spending.

We support reforms that would include payment reform, patient centered medical/health homes, care management, expanded telemedicine to improve access to care and reduce travel costs, reduced overutilization of emergency room services, increased fraud prevention and waste reduction efforts, coordination with the Alaska tribal health system, interagency and interdepartmental collaborations to leverage human and financial resources, improved use of patient health information to achieve positive health outcomes, increased access to preventative services and incentives for healthy behaviors, cost-sharing requirements for certain enrollees and certain services, increased access to supportive services to reduce emergency, institutional, and acute care costs.

The Alaska Brain Injury Networks supports the 1915(i) Home and Community-Based Services State Plan Option. A person qualifying for 1915(i) state plan option will have access to home and community based services that help him or her maintain a healthy, stable life through supported housing, employment/training, and appropriate health care services. The 1915(i) state plan option opens eligibility for home and community-based services, that were previously not open — including
services for people with behavioral health and other brain-based disorders. The 1915(i) state plan option has been used by other states to reduce recidivism by providing appropriate services to people cycling through the correctional system, and by increasing access to trauma-informed care, peer support, supported housing, supported employment, and recovery services. Eligibility requirements for the 1915(i) state plan option will incorporate needs-based criteria that look at medical risk factors and cognitive and adaptive function. Adopting the 1915(i) state plan option will allow for the state to receive a federal Medicaid match for lower-cost community services and supports which can reduce the utilization of higher-cost emergency and institutional services.

The Alaska Brain Injury Network supports community-based services that include case management, in-home assistance with activities of daily living, psycho-social rehabilitation services, pre-vocational supports, education and training, supported employment, assistance with getting and maintaining housing, peer support, mobile crisis intervention, intensive crisis respite and short term crisis respite support, family and caregiver training and supports, transitional services for individuals returning from foster care, juvenile justice, residential treatment, or incarceration.

Thank you for your consideration of this issue, which is very critical to all Alaskans.

Sincerely,

Tawny Buck  
Executive Director

Dr. Adam Grove  
Board Chair
Resolution

TITLE: A RESOLUTION URGING THE ALASKA LEGISLATURE TO EXPAND MEDICAID COVERAGE TO IMPROVE THE HEALTH OF ALASKANS AND TO IMPROVE THE ALASKAN ECONOMY.

WHEREAS, nearly 42,000 of our family members, friends and neighbors have the opportunity to gain health care coverage under expansion; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will improve health outcomes by reducing the number of uninsured Alaskans by half, improving preventive and primary care access, providing substance abuse treatment and mental health counseling, and reducing the mortality rate; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion brings over $1 billion in new federal revenue into Alaska over the first five years; and

WHEREAS, studies project expansion will likely yield 4,000 new jobs, $1.2 billion more in wages and salaries paid to Alaskans, and $2.49 billion in increased economic activity throughout the state; and

WHEREAS, with expansion the State would save $6.1 million in FY2016 by using federal funds to pay for health services currently paid for with state general funds; and,

WHEREAS, federal funds will pay for 100% of services provided to the expansion population through 2016 and will transition to 90% in 2020 and beyond; and

WHEREAS, the State’s continued participation is contingent upon maintaining the 90% match; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will significantly reduce the burden of uncompensated care, which was over $90 million at non-tribal Alaska hospitals in 2013; and
WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will serve as a catalyst for meaningful Medicaid reform; and

WHEREAS, leveraging the federal resources that come with expansion is the State's biggest opportunity to finance reform efforts; and

WHEREAS, the State has the option of various Medicaid expansion demonstration projects it may also consider as part of reform; and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, AgeNet endorses Medicaid expansion, recognizing we all have an interest in ensuring that Alaskans are as productive as possible so they can contribute to our communities and economy; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that AgeNet strongly urges the Alaska Legislature to expand Medicaid for the benefit of Alaskans and the Alaska economy to take effect in July 2015 and, though reform efforts should be of utmost importance, this work should not delay health care coverage for those Alaskans who would be eligible for Medicaid under expansion.

The undersigned President of AgeNet hereby certifies that the Members of Agenet duly adopted this resolution on March 12, 2015.

Marianne Mills  
President  
AgeNet

March 13, 2015  
Date
March 19, 2015

Governor Bill Walker
State Capitol, 3rd Floor
Juneau, Alaska 99801

Dear Governor Walker,

The Alaska Mental Health Board and Advisory Board on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse support Medicaid Expansion and Reform so that more low-income Alaskans (earning less than $9.76/hour) who experience a behavioral health disorder (mental illness and/or substance use disorders) can receive basic health insurance.

The State of Alaska currently spends millions of dollars for uninsured, low-income and disabled citizens using emergency levels of care. Alaskans living without adequate health care are more likely to use these expensive acute care services, like hospital emergency rooms, psychiatric hospitals, and nursing homes. They are also more likely to end up in prison or jail as a result of un-treated behavioral health conditions. State and local governments will always pay — either in the end for more costly acute care, or up front for less costly preventative services.

Alaskans with behavioral health disorders are at higher risk for being uninsured. The services available under Medicaid Expansion will offer more effective and less expensive solutions. A person with a disability is more likely to hold down a job, maintain a stable household, and contribute positively to his or her community when basic health care needs are met.

The Boards also support Reform efforts that will improve the efficiency and effectiveness of Alaska’s current Medicaid health care service system and make it sustainable. We support measures designed to create efficiencies in the Medicaid health care delivery system that will save the state money, reduce fraud and waste, remove ineffective services, and reduce unnecessary spending.

Thank you for your leadership and efforts to support the health of all Alaskans.

Sincerely

J. Kate Burkhart
Executive Director
RESOLUTION NO. #2015-1

Sponsored by: Alaska Native Brotherhood and Alaska Native Sisterhood Camp 70
Glacier Valley

TITLE: A RESOLUTION URGING THE GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF ALASKA AND THE ALASKA LEGISLATURE TO EXPAND MEDICAID COVERAGE TO IMPROVE THE HEALTH OF ALASKANS AND TO IMPROVE THE ALASKAN ECONOMY.

WHEREAS, nearly 42,000 of our family members, friends and neighbors have the opportunity to gain health care coverage under expansion; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will improve health outcomes by reducing the number of uninsured Alaskans by half, improving preventive and primary care access, providing substance abuse treatment and mental health counseling, and reducing the mortality rate; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion brings over $1 billion in new federal revenue into Alaska over the first five years which will substantially improve the State’s fiscal position; and

WHEREAS, studies project expansion will likely yield 4,000 new jobs, $1.2 billion more in wages and salaries paid to Alaskans, and $2.49 billion in increased economic activity throughout the state; and

WHEREAS, with expansion the State would save $6.1 million in FY2016 by using federal funds to pay for health services currently paid for with state general funds; and,

WHEREAS, federal funds will pay for 100% of services provided to the expansion population through 2016 and will transition to 90% in 2020 and beyond; and

WHEREAS, the State’s continued participation is contingent upon maintaining the 90% match; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will significantly reduce the burden of uncompensated care, which was over $90 million at non-tribal Alaska hospitals in 2013; and
WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion would benefit health care providers and payers, who are effectively required to subsidize care for uninsured and underinsured patients as well as businesses and other patients who support those subsidies through higher premiums, deductibles and copays; and

WHEREAS, The uninsured and underinsured patients now seek care in the most expensive settings, often after their condition has become more serious and complicated than it would have been if they had access to primary care.

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will serve as a catalyst for meaningful Medicaid reform; and

WHEREAS, leveraging the federal resources that come with expansion is the State’s biggest opportunity to finance reform efforts; and

WHEREAS, the State has the option of various Medicaid expansion demonstration projects it may also consider as part of reform; and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Alaska Native Brotherhood Glacier Valley Camp 70 and the Alaska Native Sisterhood Glacier Valley Camp 70 endorse Medicaid expansion, recognizing we all have an interest in ensuring that Alaskans are as productive as possible so they can contribute to our communities and economy; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Alaska Native Brotherhood Glacier Valley Camp 70 and the Alaska Native Sisterhood Glacier Valley Camp 70 strongly urge the Alaska Legislature to expand Medicaid for the benefit of Alaskans and the Alaska economy to take effect in July 2015 and, though reform efforts should be of utmost importance, this work should not delay health care coverage for those Alaskans who would be eligible for Medicaid under expansion.

Marcelo Quinto, President
ANB Glacier Valley Camp 70

Barbara Fujimoto, President
ANS Glacier Valley Camp 70
A Resolution in Support of Medicaid Expansion  
March 2015      ACEH Resolution #1501

Whereas, nearly 42,000 of our fellow Alaskans will be eligible for health coverage under Medicaid expansion; and

Whereas, the second highest reason for a crisis leading to homelessness in Alaska last year was an injury, illness or maternity (Homeless and At-Risk Data Report, Alaska Housing Finance Corporation); and

Whereas, Medicaid expansion will significantly reduce the burden of uncompensated care, which was over $90 million at non-tribal Alaska hospitals in 2013; and

Whereas, expanding Medicaid will improve the access to substance abuse treatment and mental health counseling. Client eligibility for and enrollment in Medicaid will allow community organizations the ability to bill for services they currently provide their clients ensuring sustainability for the safety net services in our communities; and

Whereas, access to Medicaid coverage is already showing a positive difference for people who experience homelessness in other states. A Kaiser Family Foundation report recently showed that Medicaid expansion is contributing to improved access to care as well as broader benefits for homeless individuals, such as the improved capability to gain employment; and

Whereas, the health and wellness of Alaskans is a Constitutional priority and is vital to each individual, family, community and our entire State; and

Therefore be it resolved, the Anchorage Coalition to End Homelessness endorses Medicaid expansion, recognizing we all have an interest in ensuring that Alaskans are as productive as possible so they can contribute to our communities and economy; and

Be it further resolved, that the Anchorage Coalition to End Homelessness strongly urges the Alaska Legislature to expand Medicaid for the benefit of Alaskans and the Alaska economy to take effect in July 2015 and, though reform efforts should be of utmost importance, this work should not delay health care coverage for those Alaskans who would be eligible for Medicaid under expansion.

Dave Mayo-Kiely  
ACEH Education and Advocacy Committee

Carmen Springer  
ACEH Coalition Director
March 12, 2015

Office of the Governor
P.O. Box 110001
Juneau, AK 99811-0001

Dear Governor Walker,

On behalf of the Alaska Native Health Board (ANHB), I write to support your efforts to expand Medicaid in July 2015 for the benefit of Alaskans and the Alaska economy.

Established in 1968, ANHB serves as the statewide voice on Alaska Native health issues. ANHB represents 25 tribal health providers operating compact/contracts under public law 93-638. Representing 229 federally-recognized tribes and working on behalf of over 145,000 Alaska Native people, ANHB’s purpose is to promote the spiritual, physical, mental, social, and cultural well-being and pride of Alaska Native people.

Nearly 42,000 of our fellow Alaskans will be eligible for health coverage under Medicaid expansion. Expansion improves health outcomes by reducing the number of uninsured Alaskans by half, improving preventative and primary care access, and providing substance abuse treatment and mental health counseling.

There are significant economic benefits associated with Medicaid expansion, which will bring more than $1 billion in new federal revenue to our state, 4,000 new jobs, $1.2 billion more in wages and salaries paid to Alaskans, and $2.49 billion in increased economic activity over the first five years. We should view Medicaid expansion as an economic driver that will positively impact our state’s economy as we are faced with declining oil prices and the resulting budget challenges.

In addition to new federal revenue, savings to the state budget have also been identified in the Department of Corrections, the Chronic & Acute Medical Assistance (CAMA) Program and behavioral health grants. In FY2016, the state would realize $6.1 million in savings. Medicaid expansion is healthy for Alaskans and healthy for the state’s budget. We encourage the continued internal evaluation to identify other potential savings and offsets attributable to expansion and reform.

Federal funds will pay for 100% of services provided to the expansion population through 2016 and will transition to 90% in 2020 and beyond. We support Governor Walker’s position that Alaska’s participation is contingent on the federal match remaining at 90%.
Medicaid expansion will serve as a catalyst for meaningful Medicaid reform. We are pleased to hear that the Department of Health & Human Services has issued an RFP for technical assistance related to reform efforts. Though reform of the current Medicaid program should be of utmost importance, reform efforts should not delay health care coverage for those Alaskans who would be eligible for Medicaid under expansion.

The Alaska Native Health Board endorses Medicaid expansion, recognizing we all have an interest in ensuring that Alaskans are as productive as possible so they can contribute to our communities and economy.

Sincerely,

Lincoln Bean, Sr., Chairman
Alaska Native Health Board
March 12, 2015

The Honorable Bill Walker
Governor of Alaska
Office of the Governor
P.O. Box 110001
Juneau, AK 99811-0001

Dear Governor Walker,

The Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium (ANTHC) fully supports your efforts to expand Medicaid by July 2015 for the benefit of Alaskans and the Alaska economy.

Nearly 42,000 of our fellow Alaskans will be eligible for health coverage under Medicaid expansion. Expansion improves health outcomes by reducing the number of uninsured Alaskans by half, improving preventative and primary care access, and providing substance abuse treatment and mental health counseling.

There are significant economic benefits associated with Medicaid expansion, which will bring more than $1 billion in new federal revenue to our state, 4,000 new jobs, $1.2 billion more in wages and salaries paid to Alaskans, and $2.49 billion in increased economic activity over the first five years. We should view Medicaid expansion as an economic driver that will positively impact our state’s economy as we are faced with declining oil prices and the resulting budget challenges.

In addition to new federal revenue, savings to the state budget have also been identified in the Department of Corrections, the Chronic & Acute Medical Assistance (CAMA) Program and behavioral health grants. In FY2016, the state would realize $6.1 million in savings. Medicaid expansion is healthy for Alaskans and healthy for the state’s budget. We encourage the continued internal evaluation to identify other potential savings and offsets attributable to expansion and reform.

Federal funds will pay for 100% of services provided to the expansion population through 2016 and will transition to 90% in 2020 and beyond. We support the administration’s position that Alaska’s participation is contingent on the federal match remaining at 90%.

Medicaid expansion will serve as a catalyst for meaningful Medicaid reform. We are pleased to hear that the Department of Health & Human Services has issued an RFP for technical assistance related to reform efforts. Though reform of the current Medicaid program should be of utmost importance, reform efforts should not delay health care coverage for those Alaskans who would be eligible for Medicaid under expansion.
ANTHC’s endorsement of Medicaid expansion recognizes we all have an interest in ensuring that Alaskans are as productive as possible so they can contribute to our communities and economy.

Sincerely,

Andy Teuber
Chairman and President
March 6, 2015

Office of the Governor
P.O. Box 110001
Juneau, AK 99811-0001

Dear Governor Walker,

Bering Straits Native Corporation supports your efforts to expand Medicaid in July 2015 for the benefit of Alaskans and the Alaska economy.

Nearly 42,000 of our fellow Alaskans will be eligible for health coverage under Medicaid expansion. Expansion improves health outcomes by reducing the number of uninsured Alaskans by half, improving preventative and primary care access, and providing substance abuse treatment and mental health counseling.

There are significant economic benefits associated with Medicaid expansion, which will bring more than $1 billion in new federal revenue to our state, 4,000 new jobs, $1.2 billion more in wages and salaries paid to Alaskans, and $2.49 billion in increased economic activity over the first five years. We should view Medicaid expansion as an economic driver that will positively impact our state’s economy as we are faced with declining oil prices and the resulting budget challenges.

In addition to new federal revenue, savings to the state budget have also been identified in the Department of Corrections, the Chronic & Acute Medical Assistance (CAMA) Program and behavioral health grants. In FY2016, the state would realize $6.1 million in savings. Medicaid expansion is healthy for Alaskans and healthy for the state’s budget. We encourage the continued internal evaluation to identify other potential savings and offsets attributable to expansion and reform.

Federal funds will pay for 100% of services provided to the expansion population through 2016 and will transition to 90% in 2020 and beyond. We support Governor Walker’s position that Alaska's participation is contingent on the federal match remaining at 90%.

Medicaid expansion will serve as a catalyst for meaningful Medicaid reform. We are pleased to hear that the Department of Health & Human Services has issued an RFP for technical assistance related to reform efforts. Though reform of the current Medicaid program should be
of utmost importance, reform efforts should not delay health care coverage for those Alaskans who would be eligible for Medicaid under expansion.

Bering Straits Native Corporation endorses Medicaid expansion, recognizing we all have an interest in ensuring that Alaskans are as productive as possible so they can contribute to our communities and economy.

Sincerely,

Gail R. Schubert,
President & CEO
Resolution 101

TITLE: A RESOLUTION URGING THE ALASKA LEGISLATURE TO EXPAND MEDICAID COVERAGE TO IMPROVE THE HEALTH OF ALASKANS AND TO IMPROVE THE ALASKAN ECONOMY.

WHEREAS, nearly 42,000 of our family members, friends and neighbors have the opportunity to gain health care coverage under expansion; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will improve health outcomes by reducing the number of uninsured Alaskans by half, improving preventive and primary care access, providing substance abuse treatment and mental health counseling, and reducing the mortality rate; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion brings over $1 billion in new federal revenue into Alaska over the first five years; and

WHEREAS, studies project expansion will likely yield 4,000 new jobs, $1.2 billion more in wages and salaries paid to Alaskans, and $2.49 billion in increased economic activity throughout the state; and

WHEREAS, with expansion the State would save $6.1 million in FY2016 by using federal funds to pay for health services currently paid for with state general funds; and,

WHEREAS, federal funds will pay for 100% of services provided to the expansion population through 2016 and will transition to 90% in 2020 and beyond; and

WHEREAS, the State’s continued participation is contingent upon maintaining the 90% match; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will significantly reduce the burden of uncompensated care, which was over $90 million at non-tribal Alaska hospitals in 2013; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will serve as a catalyst for meaningful Medicaid reform; and

WHEREAS, leveraging the federal resources that come with expansion is the State’s biggest opportunity to finance reform efforts; and

WHEREAS, the State has the option of various Medicaid expansion demonstration projects it may also consider as part of reform; and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Governor’s Council on Disabilities and Special Education endorses Medicaid expansion, recognizing we all have an interest in ensuring that Alaskans are as productive as possible so they can contribute to our communities and economy; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Governor’s Council on Disabilities and Special Education strongly urges the Alaska Legislature to expand Medicaid for the benefit of Alaskans and the Alaska economy to take effect in July 2015 and, though reform efforts should be of utmost importance, this work should not delay health care coverage for those Alaskans who would be eligible for Medicaid under expansion.
Medicaid Expansion and Reform: Impact on the Mat-Su

The Mat-Su Health Foundation Board supports:

- Using Medicaid expansion dollars as a catalyst to reform Medicaid to control costs and make the program more sustainable.
- Designing Alaska’s Medicaid expansion as a path to self-sufficiency for individuals to ensure they enter or remain in the workforce.
- Building an “opt out” provision into State statute if the federal government reneges on its obligations.
- Expanding Medicaid to cover more Mat-Su residents so they can access care in more cost-effective ways to lead more productive lives.

The Mat-Su economy will benefit greatly from Medicaid expansion:

- Medicaid expansion will bring $20 million in new federal revenue annually to Mat-Su.
- Medicaid expansion will lead to 72 new jobs and $1.3 million more in wages and salaries.

The health insurance coverage gap affects Mat-Su disproportionately:

- 20% Mat-Su residents do not have health insurance, as compared to 15% of Anchorage residents and 17% of people statewide.

Mat-Su residents are more likely to be uninsured if they:

- Are white;
- Under the age of 45;
- Have a low income;
- Have not gone to college; and,
- Live in a rural part of the Borough.

Of Mat-Su residents eligible under expanded Medicaid:

- About 2000 Mat-Su residents are employed
- About 1000 Mat-Su residents are “not in the workforce,” meaning they may be in school, raising a family, or retired
- Approximately 250 Mat-Su residents are unable to work
- Around 1,400 Mat-Su residents are in the labor force looking for work or seasonally employed

As many as 4,800 Mat-Su residents will be eligible for basic health care coverage if Medicaid is expanded:

- About 1,400 are between the ages of 55 and 64.
- About 1,100 age 45-54.
- About 500 age 35-44.
- About 1,500 age 19-34.

Both men and women fall in the coverage gap:

- 54% are men.
• 46% are women.

Faces of the Uninsured in Mat-Su:

John Doe: He is one of our neighbors who works several part-time jobs, none of which offer health insurance. His wages are less than 138% of the Federal Poverty Level, so he does not qualify for a subsidy to purchase insurance at healthcare.gov but is still legally required to have it or pay the penalty.

Jane Smith: She is a senior citizen who is not yet old enough to qualify for Medicare and Social Security benefits. She works at Mat-Su Senior Services, which does not provide health insurance. Like John, her wages are too low to get help buying an affordable plan in the insurance marketplace.

Jill Jones: She is a Mat-Su College student who has a part time job who is eligible to be on her parents’ health insurance until age 26 – except that her parents have a small family construction business and they don’t have insurance either.

Dave Green: He has worked in construction for 20 years, mostly for small firms. Last year, he fell off a roof and became critically injured. He didn’t qualify for charity care at Mat-Su Regional because his income was too high the previous year. Now, he’s try to get strong again so that he can work to pay back his hospital bill. With no current income, he does not qualify for a subsidy and cannot purchase insurance on the exchange.

All of these individuals will face a penalty for not having health insurance, yet none can afford to buy it. When they have a health crisis, they will either leave it untreated, or, when it gets bad enough, visit an emergency room. There, the cost of treatment will be much higher than it would have been if problems could have been addressed before they reached the crisis stage.

These stories can change with Medicaid expansion and reform.

• 4,800 Mat-Su residents will be eligible for basic health care coverage if Medicaid is expanded (40,000 statewide).

Sources: Mat-Su estimates for employment, age, and gender of potential new Medicaid enrollees were created using statewide data from the Evergreen Economic and the Department of Health and Social Services Healthy Alaska Plan and House Finance Budget Subcommittee FY2016 Division Overview report applied to the Mat-Su population. Data about how many Mat-Su residents have insurance and the characteristics of the uninsured if from the Behavioral Health Surveillance System State of Alaska, Division of Public Health.
WHEREAS, nearly 42,000 of our family members, friends and neighbors have the opportunity to gain health care coverage under expansion; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will improve health outcomes by reducing the number of uninsured Alaskans by half, improving preventive and primary care access, providing substance abuse treatment and mental health counseling, and reducing the mortality rate; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion brings over $1 billion in new federal revenue into Alaska over the first five years; and

WHEREAS, studies project expansion will likely yield 4,000 new jobs, $1.2 billion more in wages and salaries paid to Alaskans, and $2.49 billion in increased economic activity throughout the state; and

WHEREAS, with expansion the State would save $6.1 million in FY2016 by using federal funds to pay for health services currently paid for with state general funds; and,

WHEREAS, federal funds will pay for 100% of services provided to the expansion population through 2016 and will transition to 90% in 2020 and beyond; and

WHEREAS, the State’s continued participation is contingent upon maintaining the 90% match; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will significantly reduce the burden of uncompensated care, which was over $90 million at non-tribal Alaska hospitals in 2013; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will serve as a catalyst for meaningful Medicaid reform; and

WHEREAS, leveraging the federal resources that come with expansion is the State’s biggest opportunity to finance reform efforts; and

WHEREAS, the State has the option of various Medicaid expansion demonstration projects it may also consider as part of reform; and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, NAMI JUNEAU, the local affiliate of the National Alliance on Mental Illness, endorses Medicaid expansion, recognizing we all have an interest in ensuring that Alaskans are as productive as possible so they can contribute to our communities and economy; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that NAMI JUNEAU strongly urges the Alaska Legislature to expand Medicaid for the benefit of Alaskans and the Alaska economy to take effect in July 2015 and, though reform efforts should be of utmost importance, this work should not delay health care coverage for those Alaskans who would be eligible for Medicaid under expansion.

Crystal Bourland, Executive Director

Telephone: (907) 463-4251 Fax: (907) 500-9914 Email: namijuneau@gmail.com
Address: 9000 Glacier Highway, Suite 201, Juneau, AK 99801-8032
RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
BARTLETT REGIONAL HOSPITAL

Serial No. 15-01

A Resolution Urging the Alaska Legislature to Expand Medicaid Coverage to Improve the Health of Alaskans and Alaska’s Economy.

WHEREAS, nearly 42,000 of our family members, friends and neighbors have the opportunity to gain health care coverage under expansion; and

WHEREAS, approximately 2400 Juneau residents are eligible for coverage under expansion, and 1140 of those are expected to enroll; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will improve health outcomes by reducing the number of uninsured Alaskans by half, improving preventive and primary care access, providing substance abuse treatment and mental health counseling, and reducing the mortality rate; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion brings over $1 billion in new federal revenue into Alaska over the first five years; and

WHEREAS, Juneau enrollees alone bring in $8.3 million in just the first year; and

WHEREAS, studies project expansion will likely yield 4,000 new jobs, $1.2 billion more in wages and salaries paid to Alaskans, and $2.49 billion in increased economic activity throughout the state; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid currently accounts for 23% of Bartlett Regional Hospital’s patient mix; and

WHEREAS, with expansion of Medicaid, the State would save $6.1 million in FY2016 by using federal funds to pay for health services currently paid for with state general funds, reducing the need to cut public services; and

WHEREAS, federal funds will pay for 100% of services provided to the expansion population through 2016 and will transition to 90% in 2020 and beyond; and

WHEREAS, the State’s continued participation is contingent upon maintaining the 90% match; and
WHEREAS, Bartlett Regional Hospital suffers charity care and bad debt expenses of $10-$13 million per year; and

WHEREAS, Medicaid expansion will serve as a catalyst for meaningful Medicaid reform; and

WHEREAS, leveraging the federal resources that come with expansion is the State’s biggest opportunity to finance reform efforts; and

WHEREAS, the State has the option of various Medicaid expansion demonstration projects it may also consider as part of reform; and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF BARTLETT REGIONAL HOSPITAL, JUNEAU, ALASKA;

Section 1. Bartlett Regional Hospital endorses Medicaid expansion, recognizing we all have an interest in ensuring that Alaskans are as productive as possible so they can contribute to our communities and economy; and

Section 2. Bartlett Regional Hospital strongly urges the Alaska Legislature to expand Medicaid for the benefit of Alaskans and the Alaska economy to take effect in July 2015 and, though reform efforts should be of utmost importance, this work should not delay health care coverage for those Alaskans who would be eligible for Medicaid under expansion.

Section 3. Effective Date. This resolution shall be effective immediately after its adoption.

Adopted this 24th day of March 2015.

Robert Storer, Board Chair
Resolution in Support of Medicaid Expansion
by Anchorage Human and Social Services Executive Directors
February, 2015

Whereas, the health and wellness of Alaskans is a Constitutional priority and is vital to each individual, family, community and our entire State;

Whereas, Alaskans have identified 25 Leading Health Priorities providing a science-based framework to guide efforts toward improving health and ensuring health equity for all Alaskans which includes access to health care;

Whereas, an estimated 40,000 of the most vulnerable Alaskans are uninsured and potentially eligible for Medicaid (Source: Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium. Healthier Alaskans Create a Healthier State Economy. Anchorage, AK, 2013.);

Whereas, the State of Alaska budget deficit, due to significantly lower oil prices and declining oil production, calls for all Alaskans to work together to achieve consensus on priorities, long term financial sustainability, program performance and leveraging revenue sources;

Whereas, routine preventive care contributes to lifetime good health; early treatment of illness and injury make it more likely for an individual to regain their health; and, treatment in an Emergency Room is most expensive;

Whereas, access to primary care and medication is particularly significant for individuals with chronic disease such as cancer, diabetes and cardiovascular disease; and Medicaid patient are 15% more likely to be tested than uninsured. Medicaid beneficiaries with heart disease are twice as likely to take their medication appropriately, compared to those who are uninsured, and are also more likely to have their blood pressure controlled and to have been checked for high cholesterol compared to the uninsured. [Cancer Action Network, American Diabetes Association, American Heart Association, American Stroke Association, Medicaid: An Important Source of Health Care Coverage for Patients with Chronic Disease.];

Whereas, lack of health insurance contributes to family stress and financial instability including 154,900 Alaskans served annually by the Food Bank of Alaska network of over 300 partners:

- 56% making choices between medications/meals
- 26% of households report at least one member with diabetes
- 47% of households report at least one member with high blood pressure
- 34% have no health insurance of any kind, including Medicaid
- 56% of households report having unpaid medical bills
- 53% of clients served have incomes that are at or below the federal poverty level ($15,510 or less for household of two)
- 27% have incomes between $1-$10,000 annually; 29% have incomes of $10,001-$20,000 annually
Whereas, good health and wellness are supporting factors in children staying and succeeding in school; adults getting and keeping a job; and, in healthy, competitive communities;

Whereas, the State of Alaska has an opportunity now to develop an Alaska Medicaid Expansion Program which meets the needs of vulnerable Alaskans, communities and Alaska as well as being an effective component of the Alaska health care system and is funded by the Federal government at least at 90% and has the potential to provide additional offsets to program expansion administration;

Whereas, Medicaid Expansion would provide a revenue stream covering a portion of the health care costs of vulnerable Alaskans and in doing so support financial stability and organization sustainability of the Alaska health safety net: community health centers, community mental health centers, tribal clinics, rural hospitals, urban hospitals;

Whereas, in FY2014, as partners in caring for vulnerable Alaskans, coalition members contributed directly to customer health or provided supports to increase the likelihood of short term and lifelong health and wellness. We

- provided 18,805 customers health care services 26,529 customers health screenings; 68,841 customers health education; $17,690,505 donated logistical or financial assistance; 14,848 with a patient centered medical home; and, 31,793 or 84% of customers surveyed demonstrated/reported healthy behaviors and 8,073 or 84% met the terms of their health treatment plan; and,
- Served 994,312 meals/snacks/ box lunches; sheltered 17,103 homeless individuals/families; provided 24,695 households prevention services and/or income boosts; distributed 540,037 pounds of food; and 1,484 or 64% of participating customers demonstrating improved coping skills, better ability to return to daily life, ability to return to work and/or home after completing crime or violence prevention and/or stabilization programs and 1,532 or 70% of participating customers had increased self-sufficiency levels after exiting a program operating in the community; and,
- 1,037 children 0-5 screenings; 1,684 children provided with quality care and education services; 109,165 free books distributed to children 0-5; and, 2,167 or 89% of participating parents/families had increased knowledge of parenting and child development
- 20,948 of youth participating in activities that promote youth development; 196 or 67% participating youth decreasing substance use; 6,000 or 69% youth more engaged with education, learning and school; and, 10,860 or 74% youth with conflict resolution skills (Note: the information above is a sample based on data provided is based on annual reporting by partner agencies to United Way of Anchorage.); and,
- We, our partners, business people, teachers, students and parents have been working together to increase the Anchorage School District graduation to 90% by the year 2020, and have together increased graduation rates from 59% in 2005 to 74% in 2014 which contributes as a positive determinant in lifelong health.
Therefore, we the undersigned non-profits support the following Medicaid Expansion strategies:

- Approve Medicaid Expansion
- Fix and clear backlogs for
  - the State of Alaska Medicaid eligibility determination system, Alaska's Resource for Integrated Eligibility Services (ARIES), and;
  - the payment system, Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) prior to Medicaid Expansion
- Accept federal money for Medicaid Expansion
- Approve supplemental funding for Medicaid Expansion administration

And;

Commit to being partners in this effort by continuing to care for vulnerable Alaskans and by working with the Governor, State of Alaska Legislature, the State of Alaska Department of Health and Social Services, the business community and other stakeholders to develop a sustainable Alaska Medicaid Expansion Program.

Hilary A. Morgan, Co-Chair
hmorgan@ywcaak.org

Signatories

Abused Women’s Aid in Crisis, Inc. (AWAIC)

AK Child & Family

Alaska Injury Prevention Center

Alison Kear, Chief Executive Officer, Covenant House Alaska

American Diabetes Association

Anchorage Neighborhood Health Center

Anchorage Youth Development Coalition (AYDC)

Barbara Dubovich, Chief Executive Officer, Camp Fire USA Alaska Council

CCS Early Learning

Food Bank of Alaska

Jerry A. Jenkins, Chief Executive Officer, Anchorage Community Mental Health Services (and Fairbanks Community Mental Health Services)
Lisa Aquino, Executive Director, Catholic Social Services
Francine Harbor, NAMI
Nine Star Education and Employment Services
Pauline P. Smith, Executive Director, Alaska Literacy Program
RurAL CAP
Stephanie Berglund, CEO, thread
Volunteers of America Alaska
YWCA
SUPPORTING MEDICAID EXPANSION IN ALASKA
RESOLUTION NO. 2015-10

WHEREAS, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) provides states with additional funding to expand their Medicaid program to cover adults under the age of 65 and children under the age of 18 who live slightly above the federal poverty level; and

WHEREAS, the State of Alaska has chosen not to participate in Medicaid expansion; however, Governor Walker is seriously considering it; and

WHEREAS, Alaska’s Medicaid program is unsustainable as currently designed and needs reform in order to best serve the health of Medicaid beneficiaries, operate more efficiently for providers, and improve value; and

WHEREAS, nearly 42,000 Alaskans, including almost 6,000 in the Interior, would be eligible for health coverage under Medicaid expansion in Alaska; and

WHEREAS, studies have shown that Medicaid expansion improves health outcomes by reducing the number of uninsured Alaskans by half, improving preventative and primary care access, and providing substance abuse treatment and mental health counseling; and

WHEREAS, studies have also shown that there are significant economic benefits associated with Medicaid expansion, which will bring more than $1 billion in new federal revenue to our state, 4,000 new jobs, $1.2 billion more in wages and salaries paid to Alaskans, and $2.49 billion in increased economic activity over the first five years; and

WHEREAS, Other benefits of Medicaid Expansion include bringing Alaska tax dollars back to Alaska and potentially stabilizing rising insurance premiums and medical prices by reducing uncompensated care that health providers currently provide to Alaskans with no insurance coverage.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Tanana Chiefs Conference Full Board of Directors supports Medicaid expansion for Alaska.

CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that this resolution was duly passed by the Tanana Chiefs Conference Full Board of Directors on March 19, 2015 at Fairbanks, Alaska and a quorum was duly established.

[Signature]

Pat McCarty
Secretary/Treasurer